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Abstract
In this article, I compare women’s work opportunities in Bilbao, in northern Castile, and
Antwerp, in the Low Countries, from 1400 to 1560. I argue that the different organisation of
work in the two towns had a great influence on women’s economic opportunities. Whereas
women in Antwerp often worked alongside other members of their household because of
the town’s dominant craft guilds, Bilbao’s informal trades were open to women on their
own, independent of their husband or another male relative. As a result, women in Bilbao
are more visible in the sources and were able to exert more influence on the town council.

1. Introduction

On 27 January 1438, a court in Antwerp, in the Southern Low Countries, sentenced
six women to each make a short pilgrimage to the Our Lady of Hanswijk church in
Mechelen, some 25 km to the south. The reason? The women had sold poultry
illegally. Judges often imposed pilgrimages on those guilty of this type of offence
in the Duchy of Brabant.1 Two days later, the six women submitted letters confirm-
ing that they had completed their pilgrimages.2 The type of illicit trade that resulted
in these women being sentenced was common in all European pre-modern urban
economies.3 In 1509, in the northern Castilian town of Bilbao, a group of female
candle-makers had to appear before the town council. The council weighed the
candles the women had been selling to determine whether their size complied
with town regulations, suspecting that in order to increase their incomes the
women had been making and selling candles that were smaller than the stipulated
size and shoddily made. The council confiscated the sub-standard candles and
imposed a fine of 100 maravedís on each woman;4 a considerable penalty, as the
women only made 11 maravedís for each pound of candles they sold.5 The fines
and forced pilgrimages are both examples of the punishments European town
councils used as they tried to prevent illegal trade in the Late Middle Ages.

The two sources from Antwerp and Bilbao also offer useful information about
women’s involvement in the labour market in these two late medieval urban
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centres. In this article, I use them to consider the ‘north-south thesis’ – which
argues that women in north-western Europe had more economic independence
than women in southern Europe – through a fresh lens. I contend that the differ-
ences in the economic and social position of women in Bilbao and Antwerp were
not so much due to their geographical locations, as historiography has often sug-
gested, as to the different way the labour market was organised in the two
towns.6 Using byelaws, the records of court cases, and tax registers I will show
that employment in Antwerp was structured around craft guilds and women rarely
had an economic identity outside of their family workshop.7 Furthermore, the
activities of women working within the guilds were rarely questioned by the
town council or the guild authorities, who were much more concerned about
women working without oversight by the guilds. On the other hand, using similar
sources, I will show that in Bilbao many women were able to make an independent
living and to stand up to those opposing their interests.8 They brought cases to
court and appeared before the town council on their own behalf. They even
seem to have been able to influence the regulations which were passed.
Nevertheless, this did not result in higher social and economic standing within
the town. The economic position of women in Antwerp who worked as licensed
or informal traders without being members of a guild seems to have been very simi-
lar to that of the market women of Bilbao.9

Historians have frequently argued that there was a difference in women’s eco-
nomic activities between northern and southern Europe – the so called ‘north-
south’ thesis.10 Explanations for the variation focus on several aspects of the two
societies. First of all, there were the prevailing legal systems in the two regions.
Roman law, which was used throughout southern Europe, placed more restrictions
on women, as it made it more difficult for them to obtain property of their own. In
northern Europe, on the other hand, where Roman law did not apply, women were
permitted to inherit more property and married couples held property in common.
This gave women, and widows in particular, greater economic agency and allowed
them to set up their own businesses.11 Secondly, scholars point to the fact that in
north-western Europe urban society was based on household production units; the
economic importance of the nuclear family gave each household member, whether
male or female, economic importance. In the European south, work in towns and
cities were based more on extended family ties, which tended to constrain women’s
agency.12 A variety of other factors, such as the high level of urbanisation and high
rates of women’s literacy in northern Europe, have also been offered as explanations
of the ‘north-south thesis’.13

Although the thesis is widely accepted, it has often appeared in earlier studies as
only a side note of research.14 Few studies have empirically compared women’s eco-
nomic agency using case studies from both the north and the south.15 Earlier stud-
ies may have identified differing levels of agency amongst women because they were
comparing different contexts; considering women in rural versus urban communi-
ties, or of aristocratic versus artisan status, or in commercial versus industrial econ-
omies.16 Recently, criticism of the ‘north-south thesis’ has become more prevalent.
Zucca Micheletto has questioned whether the cases studied in southern Europe
were representative of the region. In her study of women of middling status in
eighteenth-century Turin, she found that, as in north-western Europe, women in
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the town could be observed working in public spaces as a part of their household
production unit and were found in most occupations.17 The generalisation that
northern Europe was a single region has also been questioned. According to
Kittell, most early comparative studies were based on Italy and England, even
though rural English society differed greatly from the urbanized regions of northern
Italy and the Low Countries. Furthermore, English women were subject to a differ-
ent legal framework than women in the Low Countries. In addition, unlike the
situation in north-western continental Europe, work in England was rarely orga-
nised by politically powerful craft guilds.18 Using England as a representative
case study for northern Europe thus distorted any comparison between north
and south.19 Finally, it has been argued that the ‘restrictive’ influence of Roman
law on the women of southern Europe may not have been as strong as previously
assumed and, as the law was a complex mixture of legal systems and local norms, it
is unlikely to have had the same impact on women’s socioeconomic position
throughout the entire region.20 Dana Wessell Lightfoot has, for instance, shown
that in fifteenth-century Valencia the dowry system, which has often been blamed
for women’s lack of financial independence, in fact promoted the active engage-
ment of lower status and middling women in the town’s economy.21

In order to test the ‘north-south thesis’ in this article I compare women’s eco-
nomic opportunities in two towns: Antwerp in the Low Countries and Bilbao in
northern Spain, between 1400 and 1560. Rather than focussing on women’s legal
position, I consider the interaction between the town councils and female traders
and labourers in the two towns, permitting a new perspective on differences in
women’s economic positions between north and south. The urban governments
of the two towns had jurisdiction over urban law. In Antwerp, the
‘Stadsmagistraat’ was responsible for the daily governance of the town, and con-
sisted of two mayors, sixteen aldermen, two treasurers, and a revenue officer.
Since 1435, the ‘Stadsmagistraat’ was seconded by the ‘Maandagse Raad’, which
was composed of the ‘Stadsmagistraat’ and twelve members of the craft guilds of
Antwerp (I will refer from here on to both as town council or local government).22

In Bilbao, from ca. 1435 onwards, the only institution regulating daily life in the
town was the town council of Bilbao. The council of Bilbao was smaller than
that of Antwerp. Only 12–15 men, often coming from the same (merchant) fam-
ilies, were elected for the town council.23 Craftsmen did not have a political
voice in the town council, which was mostly focussed on its commercial
exploitations.

After introducing each town and the used sources in Section 2, in Section 3 I
examine how town councils and economic organisations, such as the craft guilds,
attempted to regulate women’s work in the two regions. It is clear that there was
an obvious distinction between the work women did within the overtly masculine
craft guilds and the work they undertook within the informal economy. This sec-
tion is based on ordinances from both towns, as they offer a comparable source
base. In Section 4, I explore the reactions, both positive and negative, of women
in Antwerp and Bilbao to the legal frameworks that the town councils tried to
put in place. In Bilbao, women appear more often in the sources, either violating
or trying to change town regulations. Citing evidence from court cases, I argue
that women in Bilbao had more economic agency because there were no formal
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institutions organising their work. I define agency as an individual’s potential to
shape her own environment, following Sherry Ortner’s definition that: ‘[…]
“agency” is virtually synonymous with the forms of power people have at their dis-
posal, their ability to act on their own behalf, influence other people and events, and
maintain some kind of control in their own lives.’24 Section 5 analyses gender
inequality in Bilbao and Antwerp based on evidence from tax registers. The
amounts paid by female and male taxpayers reveal gendered inequality in both
towns. More interesting, however, is the wide gap revealed between the amount
of tax paid by men and that paid by single and widowed women in Bilbao.
Finally, Section 6 reviews the evidence from the two towns and argues the merits
of such comparative analysis.

2. Antwerp and Bilbao: commercial towns, different market institutions

Antwerp and Bilbao were both important commercial hubs for their regions and
despite their substantial political, socio-economic and cultural differences, there
were crucial similarities between them. During the fifteenth century, Antwerp
grew to be the commercial centre of the Duchy of Brabant and northern continen-
tal Europe in general. It held this position until it was overtaken by Amsterdam at
the end of the sixteenth century. The main focus of Antwerp’s economy was inter-
national commerce, organised by the town’s merchant guilds.25 In addition,
Antwerp’s most productive and small-scale trade occupations were traditionally
organised by craft guilds. Only citizens of Antwerp could become members of
these privileged guilds, which held considerable power in the government of the
town.26 People who failed to join a guild worked as wage workers or in informal
forms of employment.

Bilbao’s economy also increased significantly during the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries thanks to a rapid increase in migration to the town.27 Like most Castilian
towns, Bilbao failed to match Antwerp in population numbers. However, its coastal
location helped Bilbao successfully beat off competition from surrounding towns to
become the Spanish Empire’s most important port for the north Atlantic trade.28

Although the town’s artisans and traders were not organised into formal trade insti-
tutions, as those in Antwerp were, the increase in commerce at the beginning of the
sixteenth century did result in the formation of a merchant guild in Bilbao. The
artisans of Bilbao never gained formal political influence over their town council,
however. Some skilled occupations, such as shoemakers and tailors, were organised
into craft associations, called brotherhoods or cofradías, but these principally pur-
sued cultural and welfare objectives.29 Most occupations did not have a recognised
institution setting boundaries on their activities. Instead, in theory each citizen of
Bilbao was free to buy and sell goods within the local rules and regulations.30

Antwerp and Bilbao were both deeply involved in commerce and maritime
trade, but the way in which work was organised within the two towns could not
have been more different and had a profound impact on the labour opportunities
of their female citizens. In Antwerp, craft guilds attempted to monopolize certain
trades and production procedures and gain a formal role within the government
of the town. Membership rules were exclusive and women were seldom permitted
to enter crafts guilds in their own right. As Bert De Munck has stated, the privileged
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craft guilds drew their values from the idea that ‘fathers, men and masters… formed
the link between the city as an aggregation of economic households and the city as a
body politic – or the larger household’; they were highly patriarchal.31 In Bilbao, the
sources referring to the small number of brotherhoods do not mention any female
workers or female family members of master craftsmen. Occupations in the town
that were concerned with the processing of raw materials or inter-regional trade
appear to have been exclusively masculine. Documents referring to particular guilds
in neighbouring towns within the province of Biscay do mention the rights of guild
members’ widows while making it clear that members’ spouses had cultural and
religious obligations to the guild, but nothing similar exists in the records from
Bilbao.32 In contrast to the highly masculine guilds of Antwerp, the majority of
trades in Bilbao supplying necessities were solely in the hands of women.
Although these retailers were licenced and had permanent work, they were not for-
mally organised. As a result, the town council often issued ordinances regulating
their activities, and the records of many court cases survive which feature
women in dispute with each other and with the local government. In contrast to
the documents recording ordinances and court cases of Antwerp, in which
women are seldom visible, the sources from Bilbao show female traders taking
an active part in court cases but they contain little evidence of women working
within a household-based economy.

Bakers offer an example of how the different organisation of work within Bilbao
and Antwerp impacted on women’s work and economic position. In Antwerp, the
production and sales of bread were organised by the bakers’ guild. Members paid a
yearly fee to the guild, which was led by a Dean who was elected from amongst
the master bakers, who were all male and ran their shop together with their wife,
children, servants, and apprentices. Each member of the household would help
to produce bread in their shop which they would then sell at the market and on
the streets of Antwerp. Nevertheless, only the male master was ever visible in the
records.33 The bakers’ guild faced competition from other inhabitants of
Antwerp and its hinterland. The town held ‘free market’ days when everyone except
guild members was allowed to sell bread,34 and during periods of scarcity, the town
council allowed all citizens to sell bread.35 As the bakers’ guild did not have a com-
plete monopoly over the bread production and trade in Antwerp there were always
illicit and informal sales, by individuals of both sexes, which were difficult for the
town council and the craft guild to control.36 The bakers’ guild was not alone;
throughout the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries informal competition was a
recurring irritation for most craft guilds in Antwerp and the Low Countries.37 In
Bilbao, the sources never mention ‘free’, i.e. non-guild, sales of bread, possibly
because there were no guilds involved. Instead, the bread trade was organised by
two occupational groups: the bread sellers (panaderas) and the bread bakers (hor-
neras). The bread sellers prepared the dough and sold the finished bread. For safety
reasons, however, local regulations prohibited citizens from possessing an oven in a
private house.38 The panaderas therefore had to bring their dough to public ovens,
where the horneras baked it for a fixed fee. These two occupations were completely
in the hands of women, who also participated in the wheat trade. This was a very
different picture from that in a number of towns in the southern Low Countries. In
fourteenth-century Ghent, a town in the county of Flanders, the wheat trade was
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entirely in masculine hands and women were prohibited from buying or selling in
the Corn Market.39 The town council in Mechelen, a town in Brabant, forbade the
wives of wheat sellers to sell grain.40 There were no such restrictions in Bilbao.

The town ordinances from Antwerp and Bilbao make up a substantial body of
comparative sources for the study period. They make it possible to contrast the rules
and regulations each town council imposed on working women with actual,
day-to-day practices. The sources also reveal the concerns that the town councils
had when putting the regulations in place.41 The ordinances ‘represent fairly ad hoc
responses to existing economic and political contingencies’.42 The ‘ad hoc responses’
are sometimes made explicit by a narratio at the beginning of an ordinance. The
documents from Bilbao contain particularly vivid descriptions of the daily practices
that prompted the council to put regulation in place. Given that certain ordinances
were issued repeatedly, it would appear that the citizens did not always obey the
new rules, making it difficult for the town council to implement them effectively.43

The records of court cases and the sentence books from both Antwerp and
Bilbao reveal just how far the expected norms and women’s actual trading practices
diverged. The Antwerp ‘correction books’, in which the town’s courts recorded the
sentences handed down to offenders, occasionally record market-related violations.
In two correction books, running from 1414–1512 and 1513–1568 respectively,
there are eleven sentences relating to women and their market activities. Other pub-
lished registers contain a few judgements relating to women’s employment passed
by Antwerp’s aldermen and town council.44 In Bilbao, court documents are provided
by the town council and the Royal Chancellory of Valladolid (Real Chancillería de
Valladolid), where disputes that could not, according to one of the parties involved,
be settled impartially in the local courts were heard. Several tradeswomen involved in
disputes with Bilbao’s town council appealed to the Chancillería. The case reports
give details of the women appearing, and are accompanied by records of the elaborate
arguments and testimonies presented as well as of the evidence produced. A third
source, tax registers, are available for both Bilbao and Antwerp. These allow a quan-
titative analysis comparing inequality between men and women in the two towns.
They consist of a tax list from Bilbao in 1470, and, there are two lists from four dis-
tricts (the 4th, 6th, 8th, and 11th) in Antwerp from 1537 and 1552.45 Analysis of
these censuses of tax payers will cast further light on women’s position in the labour
markets of the two towns. As I will argue, the first two source types suggest that
women in Bilbao had more independent agency. However, the 1470 tax list shows
that the type of retailers appearing in the ordinances and court cases belonged to
the town’s lower classes. In Antwerp, by contrast, female taxpayers were more or
less equally spread over all income categories. It seems that the predominance of a
household-based economy, with its family production units, may have placed
more restrictions on women and their trade activities but made their position in soci-
ety more stable and secure.

3. Byelaws and labour regulation: town councils and their concerns over
working women’s activities

This section analyses the rules and regulations that the authorities in Bilbao and
Antwerp imposed on working women. There was less regulation of women’s
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work in Brabantine Antwerp than in Bilbao. In Antwerp the regulations varied
according to a woman’s marital status. In contrast, the legislation by the Bilbao
town council relating to female retailers and tradeswomen made no reference to
the women’s marital status. The discussion in this section has two strands. First,
I will consider the importance the authorities in each town placed on women’s
marital status when formulating legislation relating to women’s work. Secondly, I
will argue that women and their work are more visible in the sources when the
occupations in which they were engaged were not organised by a craft guild.46

Moreover, it seems from the sources that women in such occupations possessed
more agency.

In Antwerp, where most occupations were organised into craft guilds, the regu-
lations relating to women’s work treated single women, married women and
widows differently.47 This focus on marital status stems from the dominance of
household-based production in the economy of towns and cities in the Low
Countries.48 Daughters’ work in their fathers’ workshops went unrecorded.
Wives were not often referred to in ordinances and court cases because it was
assumed that husbands and wives worked as a team under the husband’s
name;49 the wife’s work complemented that of her husband and was necessary
to guarantee the family’s income. Town councils seldom prohibited women from
participating in the activities of their family’s workshop, and as a result women
and their contribution to their household’s economy are seldom seen in the sources
from Antwerp. Nevertheless, there is more regulation of women’s work in the
town’s ordinances than might be expected. Both the town council and the local
craft guilds had concerns about those women – and men – who did not work
within a stable family production unit.50 In 1492, the Antwerp gardeners’ guild
complained to the town authorities that too many single women were joining
their guild, despite the existence of an ordinance which stated that only married
women could do so.51 After a hearing, the ordinance was reissued with an added
provision stating that in the future, only gardeners’ daughters whose parents
were deceased could enter the guild.52 The guild clearly acknowledged the signifi-
cance of the household-based economy, and the daughters of deceased gardeners
were accepted as members because, as part of their parent’s economic unit, they
could already claim that privilege.53 Single women without such family ties could
not join the guild. A dispute between groups of masters in the glove and purse
makers’ guild in 1474 also concerned women working in Antwerp’s household-
based economy. The dispute centred on the female wage workers and apprentices
that some of the masters employed. According to one group, ‘any master can hire as
many apprentices and women as he pleases, [… as long as they do not] do anything
else than sewing and upholstering the said gloves or purses, which is women’s work
and women are supposed to do this.’54 An opposing group argued that women were
not permitted to work under the rules of the guild. The town council decided that
the guild’s master craftsmen could no longer hire female workers for a wage, apart
from those who sewed together the two component parts of gloves. However, family
members living with a master craftsman – his spouse, children and grandchildren –
could perform any task in the glove or purse making process.55 The town
authorities and the craft guilds rarely restricted the work of women contributing
to a family business. Even though the guilds were very male-centric this did not
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prevent members’ immediate female relations from enjoying a stable, protected
position. Some were even entitled to a number of the privileges held by full mem-
bers of the guild.56 The women undertaking waged work for master glove and purse
makers were, on the other hand, left without the protection of a formal organisation
and had to find another way of making a living. They could not fall back on a
recognised institution to provide an accepted context for their work. It was easier
for the town council to prohibit the labour of women that did not work in such
a context.

Scholars have often pointed to differences in family structure to explain the
north-south dichotomy in the economic position of women,57 arguing that
extended family ties in southern Europe limited women’s agency. However, there
is almost nothing in any of the sources from Bilbao, which refers to family structure
in the context of women’s work. When the town council placed regulations on
women’s work, they did not consider the women’s marital status. The reason for
this, I would argue, is that the lack of long-established craft guilds and the predom-
inance of individual licensed traders in Bilbao meant that the town’s tradeswomen
were not as dependent on their husbands and male family members as those in
Antwerp. Nevertheless the nuclear family was still favoured to a certain extent in
Bilbao, as widows, sons and daughters were all able to inherit property.58 Among
the four candle sellers mentioned in the introduction, one was married, one
widowed and two single.59 Bilbao sources often feature appearances by groups of
tradeswomen of varied marital status. On 2 October 1510, 19 female fishmongers
delivered a petition to the town council, arguing against an ordinance that had been
issued two weeks before.60 Before discussing their petition, let us consider how the
women were identified in the records. The town council clerks referred to each of
the 19 women by name and by their specific occupations within the fishmongers’
trade. Three of them were identified as pescadoras: sellers of fresh fish. The other 16
were said to be sardineras: sellers of sardines and dried fish.61 None of them were
identified by their relationship to a man. As none were said to be married, we are
left wondering if they were all single women or whether the council did not attach
any importance to the women’s marital status in the context of their occupations.62

Two of the fishmongers mentioned in the petition, Catalina de Nafarra and María
Pérez de Bermeo, appear again two years later in the record of a dispute brought
before the Real Chancilleria de Valladolid. In the long report on this case there
is no mention of the women’s marital status and neither of them called on a
male relative to represent her.63 In 1529, another of the fishmongers appearing
in the 1510 petition, Mayora de Iturribalçaga, was in dispute with the town council.
Whereas the 1510 record did not mention whether she had a husband, in 1529 she
is noted as being married to a citizen of Bilbao named Fernando de Agüero. Her
marriage had not affected her position as a tradeswoman: the dispute arose from
her work as a fishmonger, specifically her illicit selling of fresh fish even though
she was registered as a sardinera. During the hearing, she presented the judges of
the Sala de Vizcaya in the Real Chancilleria with a letter from her husband stating
that she could act in court without him as her legal guardian. Marriage had not
curtailed her sales activities nor, it seems, had it greatly reduced her independ-
ence.64 Thus it appears that, in contrast to the authorities in Antwerp, the town
council in Bilbao did not take marital status into account when they passed
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regulations concerning the work of female traders. Moreover, many women seem to
have worked on their own account, rather than with their husbands. The kind of
household-based, guild-dominated economy that existed in Antwerp was not a
feature of life in Bilbao, and the town council rarely considered the family as a
production unit when taking decisions.

Although work was not formally organised by craft guilds in Bilbao, there seems
to have been considerable distrust of working women; more than in Antwerp. If
women working informally came to the attention of the town council, increased
regulation usually followed. When the Antwerp authorities were dealing with
women working in trades not organised by the guilds, the conditions they imposed
on the women’s work were actually quite similar to the regulations laid down in
Bilbao. The aldermen of Antwerp passed several ordinances prohibiting women’s
work in informal trades. Scholars have often recognised the extensive activity of
women in the informal economy. Bart Lambert, for example, states that nearly
one-third of the people trading in Bruges’ informal economy were women; many
more than were members of the town’s guilds.65 The uitdraagsters (second-hand
itinerant traders) were one such group of female traders in Antwerp.66 They worked
in parallel with the rag merchants’ guild, which organised the buying and selling of
used goods.67 Although women could be privileged members of this guild, there
were only six women, five of them widows, among the 67 rag merchants on a
sixteenth-century membership list.68 As well as rags, second hand dealers sold
‘old clothes, old ironware, old linen, trifles, and other old stuff.’69 They probably
sold these goods on behalf of merchants or other retailers in Antwerp and received
a certain percentage for each piece sold.70 In Nuremberg and Amsterdam uitdraag-
sters seem to have practiced the second-hand trade on a larger scale.71 In Antwerp,
where this type of trade was organised by the rag merchants’ guild, the uitdraagsters
seem to have traded on a smaller scale; they worked outside of any official craft
guild but had to obtain a license, similar to those needed by Bilbao’s female retai-
lers. Every Antwerp uitdraagster had to swear an oath each year to the dean of the
rag merchants’ guild in order to continue her business.72 Even so Antwerp’s town
council and the rag merchants’ guild kept strict control over the uitdraagsters, in the
study period several ordinances were issued regulating their work.73 The town
council was intent on setting boundaries on the amount of work the women
could do and on the spaces where they could ply their trade, and was keen that
they maintain their accountability to the rag merchants’ guild. In one of the
early regulations imposed by the council in 1436, it was stated that ‘no second-hand
dealer (could) have a shop’ in the window of her home.74 This prevented uitdraag-
sters from developing a fixed site of business, even though they were licensed tra-
ders. As itinerant tradeswomen, the women did not work within family-run
workshops where they could be overseen by their male kinfolk. Instead they worked
on the margins of Antwerp’s household-based economy, and for that reason their
position was more contested and controlled.

Whereas the female-dominated second-hand goods trade was the exception in
Antwerp, in Bilbao women were predominantly involved in the sale of almost
every kind of provision.75 Regulation of these particular retail and marketing occu-
pations was excessive. The town council of Bilbao dealt with the women in retail
collectively, just as the town council in Antwerp had addressed the uitdraagsters
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as a single group. The case of the fishmongers reveals the attitude of Bilbao’s town
council. In Spanish and Portuguese towns, fish sales were mainly in the hands of
women.76 Most of the female fishmongers sold small quantities of fish but some,
and widows in particular, participated in the wholesale trade.77 Nevertheless, and
despite being licensed traders, they were still subject to extensive regulation and
male control. In 1512, the council added another layer of male control by appointing
a male estimator.78 The Bilbao fishmongers experienced a process similar to that
observed by Judith Bennett amongst English brewers: as certain positions within
the trade became more lucrative, men moved into these higher status occupations.79

It was possible for entire trades to switch from being ‘female’ to ‘male’ in this way.
Between 1477 and 1515 Bilbao’s town council issued more than 30 ordinances

relating to the sale of fish, laying down rules on the quality, price, and weight of
the fish the women fishmongers could sell. They also repeatedly passed regulations
relating to market spaces, informal trade, and the organisation of the fish trade.
More often than not, the ordinances were issued after existing regulations had
been violated, or because the fish sellers had caused disorder or problems in the
course of their activities. Because the women fishmongers were unregulated by
an official trade organisation the town council kept them firmly in their sights.

Although their work was not organised by a male-led institution, the trades-
women regularly tried to influence the regulation of their work that the town coun-
cil promulgated. The absence of such institutions seems to have given them greater
agency, rather than marginalizing their work. Bilbao’s female fishmongers distrib-
uted one of the town’s principal food sources to the population; a very important
job. For this reason the town council regarded them with suspicion and even dis-
tain, believing that the women were in a position to sell the staple foodstuff for
inflated, and sometimes extortionate, prices.80 The number of ordinances issued
concerning the work of the fishmongers indicates that the town council tried to
keep tight control over the selling of fish, but the Bilbao fishmongers were not a
marginal group of illicit saleswomen trying to evade the council’s control.
Scholars have concluded that itinerant traders elsewhere in pre-modern Europe
were organised and had stable market relationships at each stage of the retail pro-
cess, and this was certainly true of Bilbao’s fishmongers.81 Moreover, the fish-
mongers were able to exert some influence over the regulations imposed on their
occupation by the town council. The ordinances were drawn up through a process
of compromise, with all parties involved prepared to be flexible. When, in 1509, the
Bilbao town council restricted the fishmonger’s trade by fixing fish prices, they also
guaranteed that only licensed fishmongers could sell fish. Furthermore the new reg-
ulations also specified that if merchants wanted to buy fish in wholesale, they had to
allow the female fishmongers to buy up one-third of the wholesale stock at the same
price.82 The council had to take into account the tradeswomen when regulating the
fish trade, in this way giving the women agency to improve their sales opportun-
ities. The following year, on 18 September 1510, the council banned the fish-
mongers from Bilbao’s market square on the grounds that the smell from their
fish was a blight on the marketplace. The fishmongers were instructed to open
shops in the surrounding streets.83 Two weeks later, on 2 October, the 19 female
fishmongers mentioned in the previous section submitted their petition to the
council. They argued that as foreign merchants came to the market square
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specifically to buy fish, the fishmongers would lose income if these merchants could
no longer find them. Furthermore, they argued, the smell of fish would be even
worse in the town’s narrow streets. The council revised its previous ordinance
and set up a wooden shed in the market square in which the fishmongers could
sell their fish.84 The fishmongers in Bilbao seem to have been ‘a close-knit body,
tightly bound together by a certain set of rights and privileges’, much like female
second-hand dealers (Keuflinnen) in early modern Nuremberg.85 Bilbao’s trades-
women were well aware of their rights and privileges and stood up for those rights
themselves, as they had no organisation, such as a guild, to support and organise
their work and look after their interests.86 As the lawsuit of Mayora the
Iturribalçaga against the town council of Bilbao shows, this was harder to do if
they did not cooperate as a group. Sentences against women individually were
more effective than against the whole group of female retailers.87

In the sources relating to market activities in Antwerp, there are only rare hints
that women were able to exert any type of direct influence on town council deci-
sions.88 There are, however, some examples of women in predominantly female
occupations bringing about changes in regulations in other towns in Brabant. In
each of these cases, the occupation concerned was not organised by a guild. In
1424, for example, the Leuven spinners and combers, all of whom were women,
conveyed a number of complaints about the regulations they were working under
to the weavers’ guild. The guild then took these complaints to the town council,
asking for the regulations to be revised.89

I have argued throughout this section that the town council in Antwerp took a
different approach to the regulation of female labour than did the council in Bilbao.
Because work in Northern European towns was organised by craft guilds, women
from these areas were less visible in the sources and their work opportunities
depended on their marital status. In Bilbao, the predominantly female trades
were highly regulated by the town council; a situation very similar to that of
those female trades in Antwerp which were not overseen by a craft guild.
Women retailers in Bilbao organised themselves in order to put pressure on the
local government to bring about change. They had to act in this way, and we
can observe them doing so, because they did not work as part of a male-dominated
institution, which would have taken care of these problems for them.

4. ‘Trading offences’ and councils’ countermeasures

In the previous section, it became clear that local governments found it more dif-
ficult to take effective action against women who were breaking existing regulations
when the women stood up against them as a collective group. In court, a woman’s
arguments were greatly strengthened if she could emphasise that she was a member
of a wider community and was not operating alone. The town councils of Antwerp
and Bilbao could more easily restrict the market activities of individuals, male or
female, than they could those of a group.90

In both towns, councillors were clearly concerned about where traders of both
sexes conducted their business. Control over marketplaces affected the council’s
ability to control trade in general.91 In Antwerp, most trade took place in well-
established locations. However, some traders, such as the rag merchants and female
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uitdraagsters, did not operate from a fixed location. As a result, the authorities
found it more difficult to regulate these occupations. In 1485 the aldermen in
Antwerp ordered the uitdraagsters to conduct their sales only on Fridays, from a
clearly defined location in the central Market Square.92 Instead of placing an out-
right prohibition on the women’s work, they placed limits on it by regulating where
and when the women could trade. Sixty years later, a regulation applying to rag
merchants and uitdraagsters in Antwerp stated that ‘[…] no one, no second-hand
dealer, old cloth seller, cloth repairer or other person, whoever he is […] can dis-
play, resell or sell in the Huidevettersstraat, Korte or Lange Gasthuisstraat, nor other
places within this town […].’93 The traders concerned were apparently obstructing
the main roads to the grain market, which was causing disputes and occasional
fights. The town council decreed that from then on the rag merchants and uitdraag-
sters would only be able to sell their wares at Antwerp’s northern gate, outside the
commercial centre.94

The same preoccupation with control over where traders carried out their busi-
ness is apparent in the mentioned ordinance and petition of the fishmongers in
Bilbao in 1510.95 The town council’s need to control the traders’ activities resulted
in fines for those who did not sell their wares in the seven streets of Bilbao’s inner
town.96 The council was able to keep tighter control over all traders’ market activ-
ities if they took place within the designated area. However, just as in Antwerp, not
all trades were conducted in the town centre. A group of women called cojedoras
worked on the outskirts of the town, guarding merchants’ stocks of wheat while
also completing sales of the grain.97 They collected the negotiated sums from the
buyers, keeping a percentage for themselves and handing the remainder over to
the merchants. According to the council, fraud and violations were rife in this busi-
ness. Like the fishmongers, the cojedoras earned their income from the town’s food
supply and were therefore viewed with suspicion.98 The council decided in 1524 to
make the occupation illegal. In a court case resulting from their decision, the coun-
cil argued that the occupation had never been formally recognised and ‘if some of
(those involved) were cojedora or baratera before, it was only by the goodwill of the
aforesaid council […].’99 Their activities were harder to control than those of the
fishmongers and other licensed retailers because they worked in locations spread
throughout Bilbao. This was one reason why the council’s reaction to the allega-
tions of fraud and other offences occurring in this particular trade was so severe.
The 1524 ordinance banning their occupation did not stop women from acting
as cojedoras, however.100 In the decades that followed, disputes between cojedoras
and the town council continued to be brought before the court of the Royal
Chancellery.

In both Antwerp and Bilbao, the local governments were more concerned with
trading locations and practices than with the identity and gender of the traders. The
regulations they issued and the lawsuits they pursued reveal that they struggled to
maintain control of the day to day practices of the traders. They had to repeat their
rulings time and again, as the practices ‘expected’ by the regulations and those actu-
ally followed often diverged.101 Such divergence between ‘norm’ and ‘practice’ has
been found by scholars elsewhere, and cases appear in sources from both Bilbao
and Antwerp.102 It is clear that the town councils found it difficult to regulate
the work of female traders.
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In both Antwerp and Bilbao, women’s opposition to the institutions imposing
restrictions on their economic activities was more effective when they were able
to act collectively. When women in the two towns presented arguments in defence
of their livelihoods, it was clearly of great importance that they could present them-
selves as working within a particular, recognisable group. In Antwerp, the sources
rarely contain women’s voices or their arguments relating to work. There are a few
exceptions, however. In 1435, for example, the rag merchants brought a case against
Liesbet Maes, the wife of Jan Godens, a tanner. Liesbet had belonged to the rag
merchants’ guild before marrying Jan, but the guild members were determined
that she should leave the guild because she had married. This was not unusual,
as several guilds did not allow women to continue as members once they mar-
ried.103 Nevertheless, Antwerp’s aldermen decided in favour of Liesbet and deter-
mined that she could remain in the guild on the condition that she could only
ask her husband to help her transport her goods, he was not to help with her
sales.104 Although Liesbet’s economic opportunities were largely determined by
her marital status, the Antwerp aldermen recognised the value of her guild mem-
bership, which endowed her with certain privileges and a status which seems to
have outweighed as a married woman. Women like Liesbet, who were allowed
into male guilds, were able to invoke the guilds’ privileges to protect their position
in the workplace.105 That individual women or groups of women could attach
themselves to privileged organisations such as guilds became highly significant
when they needed to justify their economic activities to their town council.

In Bilbao, women can be seen actively arguing their cases in the sources. They
exhibit the same degree of agency in their court cases as they did in influencing
the regulations governing their trades. The sources show neither the town council,
nor women themselves referring to their marital status during legal arguments.
Instead the women invoked their citizenship and other related privileges. As they
did not belong to, or could not call upon, a privileged occupational organisation,
they tried to claim membership of another community.106 When the cojedoras
were forced to suspend their sales, for example, they argued that as citizens of
Biscay province, they had the right to trade freely. Mayora de Iturribalçaga, one
of the fishmongers in dispute with the town council in 1529, used the same argu-
ment. However, neither the council in Bilbao nor the higher court in Valladolid
accepted this argument. The legal agreement that citizens of Biscay could trade
freely clearly did not always affect daily practice. Without the safety net of a craft
guild or association, tradeswomen in Bilbao were not in a strong legal position.
Only by proving evidence of the utility of their work in court could they hope to
influence the outcome of a case in their favour. One argument that proved effective
in Bilbao was to claim poverty. In 1509, two linen cloth traders, Joana and Milia,
appeared before the council, asking to be exempted from an ordinance the council
had passed earlier.107 The two women sold linen beneath a scaffold on the outskirts
of town, but the council had decreed that all linen sellers were to display their wares
in one of the empty shops in the centre of Bilbao. Joana and Milia argued that they
were too poor to pay the rent wanted for one of these shops. As an act of charity,
the council extended the period that the two women could continue to sell their
wares under the scaffold.108
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The fact there were multiple court cases and that regulations had to be issued
repeatedly both in Bilbao and, to a lesser extent, in Antwerp, shows that local gov-
ernments found it difficult to make tradeswomen comply with the rules imposed
on them. The women had to find ways to evade the restrictions because they needed
to work; every opportunity to make money had to be taken or they would go with-
out.109 It would appear that Bilbao’s town council found it more difficult to control
the town’s tradeswomen than their counterparts in Antwerp; but that discrepancy
might be related to the differences in the gendered division of wealth in the two
towns.

5. Economic inequality in Bilbao and Antwerp: a quantitative approach

In this section I analyse tax registers to measure economic inequality in Antwerp
and Bilbao. I argue that although women in Bilbao had a greater degree of agency
than their counterparts in Antwerp, this did not necessarily mean that they enjoyed
greater wealth. The tax registers of Bilbao and Antwerp detail the levies that the
towns imposed on their citizens to help pay off the towns’ debts.110 The tax registers
of Antwerp contain the housing values of four of the town’s districts in 1537 and
1552. All households had to contribute 10 per cent on house rent and real estate.
The tax register of Bilbao from 1470 registers the tithe levies of both the seven
main streets and the neighbourhoods outside of the city wall. The tax was calcu-
lated on the total value of the real estate and movable property per household.111

For both towns, the poorest households were exempt, although it is not known
what percentage of the town population fell into this category.112 The type of
data in the tax registers are limited. Only the location, the identification of the
tax payers and tax amounts are given for all entries. Some entries, around 25 per
cent in both towns, also mention the occupation of the tax payer. No information
is available about the possible other members in the household, nor about the age
of the tax payers. In Bilbao, around 23 of the female tax payers are identified by
marital status. For men this is only around 1 per cent. In Antwerp, none of the
men are identified by marital status, whereas almost 60 per cent of the women are.

Differences in the amounts of owed tax reveal inequality both between and
within the sexes in both Antwerp and Bilbao. There is a striking contrast in the gen-
der ratios amongst taxpayers in the two towns. Only 11.6 per cent of all registered
taxpayers in Antwerp were women (see Table 1); in Bilbao the figure was 21.49 per
cent (see Table 2). This contrast is not surprising; it mirrors the invisibility of
women that we have seen in the other sources from Antwerp. There were fewer
women registered as taxpayers in Antwerp because it was not necessary for them
to be registered separately; they were taxed along with other members of their fam-
ily production unit under the male head’s name.

Of the 147 women registered as taxpayers in Antwerp, 85 (57.8 per cent) were
widows (Table 1). Earlier studies have convincingly demonstrated that after the
death of their husband widows in the Low Countries took over the running of
their household and its economy, with the result that they often managed more
resources than other women. Low Country widows also enjoyed favourable inher-
itance rights.113 The situation of the widows observed in the Antwerp tax registers
from 1537 and 1552 agrees with these previous assessments, and their wealth
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elevates the median amount paid by women taxpayers. The median housing value
in 1537 and 1552 of women who were single or whose marital status was not
known was 52.5 shillings; widows’ houses valued a median of 112.5 shillings.
The median housing value of male-headed households was 115 shillings. Women
who appeared in the register on their own but were not heads of their deceased hus-
band’s household probably found it harder to make sufficient income to earn a
decent living and this is reflected in the amount of tax they had to pay. In addition,
because they were not part of family production unit they did not always have
access to the privileged occupations many gilded families enjoyed. Married
women are almost completely absent from the Antwerp tax registers; their hus-
bands are listed as paying the taxes.114

Of the 147 women listed in the registers, only three were given occupational
titles: a midwife, a pastry seller and a seamstress. These three women’s housing
values was a median of 120 shillings tax, 10 schillings more than the average
taxpayer and an amount equal to that paid by the 316 male taxpayers whose occu-
pations were listed (see Table 3). Although 120 shillings is probably representative
of the taxes paid by the middling classes and craftsmen in Antwerp, we know the
occupations of too few women to be able to make a general statement about the
impact of women’s occupation branches on their wealth.

Table 1. The number and percentage of tax payers by category, sex, and marital status, showing the
median and average amounts of tax paid (in shillings) recorded in the 1537 and 1552 taxation lists,
Antwerp

Category

Antwerp

N of
taxpayers

% of all
taxpayers

Median amount of
tax paid (shillings)

Average amount of
tax paid (shillings)

Heirs 4 0.3 211.2 630.6

Men 1115 87.9 115 188.2

Not stated

Married

Married couple 1 0.1 20 20

Other 1 0.1 20 20

Women 147 11.6 55 136

Not stated 60 4.7 25 73.2

Married 1 0.1 170 170

Single 1 0.1 80 80

Widow 85 6.7 112.5 180

Widow and heirs 1 0.1 500 500

Total 1269 100 110 183.60

Source: City Archives of Antwerp, Antwerp (hereafter CAA), HN#103, Belastingscohieren van 1537. Huizentelling: 4de en
6de wijk, buitenijen (PK 2559 en 2566), 1537; CAA, HN#579, Afschriften uit RK 2387 en RK 2523, 1552.
Note: The 1537 and 1552 taxation lists covered only the 4th, 6th, 8th and 11th district of Antwerp.
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In Bilbao in 1470, 446 (21.5 per cent) of the 2075 registered taxpayers were
women and 31 of those (7 per cent of all women) were widows (Table 2).
Widows and other women paid lower rates of tax than men. Men paid 187
maravedís on average, while women paid, 31 maravedís. Widows in Bilbao paid a
median amount of 62 maravedís, higher than the median for all women, but still
far below that of male taxpayers. Moreover, the great majority of widows listed
in the Bilbao tax registers belonged to the five lowest deciles of taxpayers; they
were not as fortunate as widows in Antwerp (see Figure 1). They were vulnerable
both socially and economically, as has also been shown to be the case for widows
in Barcelona.115 Earlier studies of the Biscay province argued that widows and sin-
gle women from low and middling classes were probably economically active
because they needed the income.116 Some of those listed in the tax registers were
undoubtedly amongst the retailers and tradeswomen referred to in the ordinances
and the court cases. However, in the 1470 tax list of Bilbao a further 168 widows
were listed together with their husband’s heirs. These widows were not considered
independent legal parties but were grouped together with the heirs, for unclear rea-
sons, so they cannot be treated as ‘women’ in the calculations. Those in the ‘widow
and heirs’ category paid a median tax amount of 293 maravedís, which exceeds the
median amount paid by male taxpayers. Clearly not all widows in Bilbao lived in

Table 2. The number and percentage of tax payers by category, sex, and marital status, showing the
median and average amounts of tax paid (in maradevís) recorded in the 1470 taxation register, Bilbao

Category

Bilbao

N of
taxpayers

% of all
taxpayers

Median amount
of tax paid
(maravedís)

Average amount
of tax paid
(maravedís)

Heirs 121 5.8 169 432.9

Men 1320 63.6 187 615.9

Not stated 1309 63.1 187 619.7

Married 11 0.5 125 160.7

Married couple 17 0.8 62 62

Other 3 0.1 31 31

Women 446 21.5 31 83.4

Not stated 344 16.6 31 84.2

Married 35 1.7 62 118.5

Single 36 1.7 31 42.4

Widow 31 1.5 62 82.6

Widow and heirs 168 8.1 293 723.2

Total 2075 100 156 494.4

Source: Enríquez Fernández, Hidalgo de Cisneros Amestoy, Lorente Ruigómez and Martínez Lahidalga, Repartimientos y
foguera-vecindario.
Note: The 1470 tax register covered Bilbao and its outer neighbourhoods.
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poverty. Only once a married couple’s possessions had been divided between the
heirs and the widow, and the widow’s possessions were assessed on their own,
did the disparity in taxable property held by widows and by male taxpayers appear.
Furthermore, the inequality between younger and older widows that Mireia
Comas-Via found in Barcelona may also have been a factor in Bilbao, but the
1470 tax register does not provide conclusive evidence of this.117 Single women
and women whose marital status was not given in the 1470 register paid the lowest
amounts of tax on the entire list. Some of them can be traced back to the hearth
census of 1492, showing that they were women living together with others who
were less well off.118 Nevertheless, as in Antwerp, most married women were invis-
ible in the Bilbao registers because they were not taxpaying heads of household.

In contrast to Antwerp’s tax records, the occupations of many of the women
listed in the Bilbao tax census were given (Table 4). The types of occupations listed
reflect the economy of the town. The 23 seamstresses and 12 servants worked in
occupations that employed many women in pre-modern European towns.
Women with occupations familiar from the other sources, such as the fishmongers,
bread sellers, and fruit sellers, are recorded. Most of the women listed, including
those whose occupation is given, paid 31 maravedís in tax; they did not belong
to the highest social groups, and their incomes were far below that of the average
man.119 Yet this does not mean that working women in Bilbao all lived in poverty.
Although they had to work for a living, the fact that some could afford to pursue
court cases at the Royal Chancellery in Valladolid shows that there were trades-
women who possessed some capital.

If we divide the taxpayers listed in each town’s tax registers into deciles of equal
numbers of tax payers per decile (207 per decile for Bilbao, 124 per decile for
Antwerp), it becomes clear that more taxpaying women in Bilbao belonged to
the lowest economic groups of society than was true in Antwerp. The division in
equal groups of tax payers allows for a comparison of the wealth distribution per
gender in the two towns, as it evens out the different monetary values. Not all
tax payer categories, as can be found in Table 1 (for Antwerp) and Table 2 (for
Bilbao), are included in this calculation. As this section scrutinised economic
inequality based on gender, only the categories ‘men’ and ‘women’ are included
(Figure 1).

Table 3. The number and percentage of male taxpayers with occupation references, showing the median
amount of tax paid (in shillings) recorded in the 1537 and 1552 taxation lists, Antwerp

Antwerp

N of male tax
payers

% of all male tax
payers

Median amount of male tax
paid(s)

Not stated 799 71.7 110

Other 316 28.3 120

Total 1115 100.0 115

Source: See Table 1.
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Sixty-seven per cent of the taxpayers in the Bilbao’s lowest two deciles were
women (see Table 5). This is particularly striking because of the high ratio of
male to female taxpayers on the list. Since all of the women listed as retailers
and small-scale tradeswomen fell into the two lowest deciles, they were among
the town’s poorest taxpaying residents. In Antwerp, although the percentage of
women in the lowest two deciles increased in comparison with the higher ones,
they still counted for only 21.6 per cent of the tax payers in these deciles. There
was clearly inequality based on gender in both towns. Figure 1 shows that the pro-
portion of female taxpayers was highest in the lowest deciles in both Bilbao and
Antwerp. Nevertheless, the extent of the inequality between men and women
was clearly greater in Bilbao.

As I have argued in this article, the greater visibility and agency of women in
Bilbao did not put them in a stronger financial position. Over the last few decades
the impact of economic institutions, such as craft guilds, has been the topic of vari-
ous studies.120 Scholars have argued that the exclusion of women from the formal
market, a consequence from the organisation of labour in guilds, slowed economic
growth.121 Although conclusions about general growth in the wider economies of
Bilbao and Antwerp cannot be made based on the two tax lists, the tax registers
make it clear that the independent tradeswomen in Bilbao did not enjoy a higher
socio-economic position. In Antwerp, female taxpayers were more evenly distribu-
ted across all tax brackets. As women from middling groups usually belonged to a
family production unit, this may be why the percentages of female taxpayers is

Table 4. The number and percentage of female taxpayers, by reported occupation showing the median
amount of tax paid (in maravedís) recorded in the 1470 tax registers, Bilbao

Occupations

Bilbao

N of female
taxpayers

% of all female
taxpayers

Median amount of female tax
paid (maravedís)

Not stated 366 82.1 31.0

Bread seller 5 1.1 33.0

Fruit seller 3 0.7 31.0

Housekeeper 15 3.4 31.0

Laundress 6 1.3 46.5

Linen seller 2 0.4 125.0

Retailer 11 2.5 31.0

Sardine seller 2 0.4 31.0

Seamstress 23 5.2 31.0

Servant 12 2.7 31.0

Shopkeeper 1 0.2 62.0

Total 446 100 31.0

Source: See Table 2.
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lowest in the middle deciles (4–7) of the tax payment distribution for Antwerp in
Figure 1.122 In Bilbao, the sources did not refer to women from middling groups,
although such groups were undoubtedly present in the town. However, there appear
to have been many more women in the lowest groups of taxpayers in Bilbao than in
Antwerp. A greater number of women in Bilbao clearly could not fall back on the
support of their nuclear family, possibly because Bilbao did not have institutions
such as the guilds, nor was its economy based on household production. The tax
registers support the same conclusion drawn from the analysis of the ordinances
laying out ‘what should happen’ and the court cases which described ‘what actually
happened’ in practice. Women in Bilbao were visible, economically active players,

Table 5. Percentage of men and women per decile for Bilbao and Antwerp

Decile

Bilbao

Amount range decile
(maravedís) % of men per decile % of women per decile

1 4–31 30.3 58.7

2 31–42 18.8 74.5

3 44–62 62.5 24.0

4 62–125 54.3 27.9

5 125–161 79.8 9.6

6 162–200 81.2 4.8

7 203–312 70.0 6.8

8 312–581 76.8 4.3

9 583–1250 79.7 3.4

10 1250–16581 83.1 0.5

Decile

Antwerp

Amount range decile (shillings) % of men per decile % of women per decile

1 9–25 72.8 25.6

2 25–37 82.4 17.6

3 37–50 86.3 13.7

4 50–80 92.7 7.3

5 80–110 91.1 8.1

6 110–150 92.7 7.3

7 150–200 93.5 5.6

8 200–265 87.9 11.3

9 266–400 91.9 8.1

10 400–3200 88.7 9.7

Sources: See Tables 1 and 2.
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whereas women’s work in Antwerp was hidden behind the economic activities of
their household as structured by the craft guilds. Nevertheless, the measurement
of gender inequality in the two locations has demonstrated that although women
in Bilbao had greater independent agency than their counterparts in Antwerp,
this did not necessarily give them a superior financial position.

6. Conclusion

Traditionally the differences between northern and southern Europe in women’s
agency have been explained by comparing the legal systems and family structures
of the two regions. The aim of this article has been to propose a new comparative
approach by considering women’s economic position in the northern commercial
hub of Antwerp and the Castilian harbour town of Bilbao; comparing specific
towns, rather than making generalisations about ‘northern Europe’ and ‘southern
Europe’, and recognising that there were many factors other than legal systems
which influenced women’s agency. The craft guilds had a great impact on the labour
opportunities of women in Antwerp; they offered them security, but limited their
chances to work independently. Nevertheless, there were women working outside the
craft guilds in Antwerp, in a similar way to Bilbao’s licensed retailers. In both towns,
however, the local government scrutinized and regulated the traders’ activities, viewing
them with suspicion. In Antwerp the craft guilds not only influenced what work women
could do, they also dictated which groups of women, often defined by marital status,
were permitted to do that work. In Bilbao, tradeswomen of all marital statuses were
active in the local markets. While there was a larger disparity in income between trades-
women and their male counterparts in Bilbao, women from the middling and higher
classes of urban society are more evident in the sources from Antwerp.

In Bilbao, poorer tradeswomen were able to contest the regulations the town
council imposed on their activities by working as a group. Women in Antwerp
were more dependent on menfolk and their household when it came to opposing

Figure 1. Deciles of taxpayers, by amount paid in tax, in the tax registers of Bilbao (1470) and Antwerp (1537 and
1552), showing the percentage of women and men in each decile. Amounts paid in Bilbao given in maravedís;
amounts paid in Antwerp given in shillings.
Sources: Bilbao: Javier Enríquez Fernández, Concepción Hidalgo de Cisneros Amestoy, Araceli Lorente Ruigómez and
Adela Martínez Lahidalga, Repartimientos y foguera-vecindario de Bilbao (1464–1492) (San Sebastián, 1996). Antwerp:
City Archives of Antwerp, Antwerp (hereafter CAA), HN#103, Belastingscohieren van 1537. Huizentelling: 4de en 6de
wijk, buitenijen (PK 2559 en 2566), 1537; CAA, HN#579, Afschriften uit RK 2387 en RK 2523, 1552.
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regulations or settling court cases. In both towns the nature of women’s argu-
ments and their chances of success changed when they took on the town council
individually. Despite the regulations imposed on them, female workers in both
towns frequently found ways to circumvent the restrictions: the town councils
and the craft guilds clearly found it very difficult to stop women from making
a living.
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French Abstract

Dans cet article, l’auteur compare les perspectives de travail pour les femmes de Bilbao,
alors en Castille septentrionale, et celles d’Anvers, aux Pays-Bas, de 1400 à 1560. Elle sou-
tient que l’organisation du travail était fort différente dans les deux villes, les femmes n’ay-
ant pas de ce fait les mêmes opportunités d’emploi. Alors qu’à Anvers, les femmes
travaillaient souvent aux côtés d’autres membres de leur foyer en raison des corporations
d’artisans qui dominaient l’économie urbaine, à Bilbao, nombre de métiers informels
étaient ouverts aux femmes elles-mêmes, indépendamment de leur mari ou d’un autre
parent masculin. En conséquence, les femmes de Bilbao sont plus visibles dans les sources
et ont pu exercer plus d’influence sur le conseil municipal.

German Abstract

In diesem Beitrag vergleiche ich die Arbeitsmöglichkeiten von Frauen in Bilbao
(nördliches Kastilien) und Antwerpen (Niederlande) von 1400 bis 1560 und behaupte,
dass die unterschiedliche Arbeitsorganisation in den beiden Städten die wirtschaftlichen
Chancen von Frauen stark beeinflusste. Während Frauen in Antwerpen wegen der in
der Stadt vorherrschenden Handwerkerzünfte häufig neben anderen Mitgliedern ihres
Haushaltes arbeiteten, waren in Bilbao die informellen Handwerke auch für die Frauen
selbst offen, unabhängig von ihrem Ehemann oder einem anderen männlichen
Verwandten. Infolgedessen sind Frauen in Balbao viel stärker in den Quellen sichtbar
und konnten auch mehr Einfluss auf den Stadtrat nehmen.
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